
  

Veneration (Victoria W & Nicole B) 
Suit your desires
22:00-22:15
[*violent and strong sexual content]

Suit your desires offers a safe space for the catharsis 
of our frustrations with the unjust power dynamic 
of predominantly white cis male CEOs perpetrating 
ecocide on us: the marginalised communities through 
the dom-sub ritual of BDSM performance. Presenting 
themselves as the archetypal dom-priestess Anima, 
Veneration will invite members of the audience on 
stage to vent their emotions and opinions in any way 
they see fit at the “subs in suits” who represent the 
collective CEO archetype under our control. This ritual 
aims to cure the community through performative 
catharsis so that they might be able to combat ecocide 
more efficiently once they experience a flipping of the 
power dynamics.

MISS HERNIA & CO 
Tasty
23:15-23:30

Miss HerNia & Co present a joyously terrifying 
dystopian scene of a near future where the mutant 
offspring of our throwaway society exist and revel in 
our ecological disaster, regurgitating their phlegm-pop 
songs and expressing shameless self-love. Their show 
‘Tasty’ is an explosive orgasm of venereal proportions, 
an STD-slap to the senses where the part-human–
part-fatberg progeny beckon fatberg deities through 
butter sculpting, sacred potato popping and sandwich 
making ceremonies. Will they succeed in drawing you 
into their carnal carnival? 
 

JOSEPH MORGAN SCHOFIELD
here comes the sun (or throw open the window 
wide)
23:45-00:0
[*strong content including blood]

an anthropocene queen stalks the moors
the earth groans
cracking breaking skin
hooked on this spit drip
frack me daddy frack me
that genderquake was a 6.8
nobody loves me and the sun’s gonna kill me
it’s JUST high pressure water
i’m scared + tired + lonely

A contemporary rite for queer survival, a stagger thru 
eco + gender anxieties, a collision of non-binary politics 
+ climate catastrophe.
DANIELLE IMARA
Unexpected Item
00:10-00:15

What is the unexpected item in the bagging area? 
Imara performs the dehumanising frustration of the 
automated check-out experience in a disturbing hip-
hop trance. Starring the recorded voice that drives 
you mad.

ARISE AMAZONS (KARIN VICTORIN & REBECCA 
TIGER)
CUNTsauna / Snippsauna
00:30-00:45

The Inner Climate Mirrors the Outer Climate. A steaming 
hot performance by Arise Amazons! This is a “Grand 
Vaginale” wiccan celebration of the yoni /cunt / vagina 
/ uterus through an onstage steaming session. Vaginal 
steaming refers to exposing the vagina to herbal steam 
to cleanse, care for and heal her and her-story. Being 
a part of our body that we are raised to neglect, the 
time has come to call this sacred part of us to awaken. 
How does this neglect of our inner climate mirror the 
neglect of the outer climate (climate change) and vice 
versa? Eco systems are sensitive! This performance 
does not exclude people who were born without a 
vagina/ uterus. As we highlight, the concept of the 
“yoni” or “cunt”, being a symbolic matter, includes 
ALL. Join the revolution!

PERFORMANCE
SCHEDULE    

*For any further information ask 
one of the team members wearing 
a high visibility yellow arm strap or 
at the info desk downstairs.
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